
 Halakha

Making Clothes and Shoes from
Rosh ¡odesh ab

Sewing and the like is forbidden during the
week of Tish'ah BeAb, and the custom is to forbid
it from Rosh ¡odesh. A professional Jewish tailor
may not sew clothes whether he is paid for it or
not. The only exception to this is if the tailor's
livelihood depends on it and he received orders
before Rosh ¡odesh, then he may work on it from
Rosh ¡odesh, in a place where the custom is to
permit it. However, during the week of Tish'ah
BeAb it is not permitted.

It says in Mo'ed Lekhol ¡ai that tailors and
shoemakers must be cautioned against making
new clothes or shoes, and members of one's
household must be told not to sew any new item.

In a case, however, where this would cause
the tailor to not be able to put food on his table, he
would be permitted to work on that week. One
may sew an article of clothing that tore, to repair it.
(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shanah Aleph, Parashath Debarim, Oth ¤eth and
Oth Yod)
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Parasha

Ma¿¿oth/Mas'ei: Forbidden Words Feed the
Si¿ra A¥ara

:d«¤U£r«©i ei ¦R ¦n ¬̀¥vI ©dÎlk̈ §M  F ®xä §C  l ¥g©i `¬l, He shall not desecrate
(Ya¥el) his word, whatever comes forth from his mouth shall
he do.

If a person guards his tongue from speaking any
forbidden speech and is equally careful not to speak idle talk
and sanctifies his mouth, he will find that G-d will answer his
prayers. The root of the word Ya¥el (desecrate) in Hebrew, is
the same as the word ¡ullin (profane). This verse can then
be read that he should sanctify his mouth by not speaking
profane matters. As a result, whatever comes forth from his
mouth, He (G-d) shall do.

It mentions in the writings of Rabbenu ¡ayyim Wi¿¿al,
'a"h, that any type of speech that a person does on earth,
has a corresponding effect in Heaven. If he speaks words of
Torah and holiness, it awakens the spirituality and holiness
above. The opposite is also true. If a person speaks Lashon
Hara' and forbidden words, his words feed the Si¿ra A¥ara
(the evil side).

We are told that in the merit of watching what we
speak, Mashiya¥ (the Messiah) will come and G-d's throne
and Name will be complete.

(See Bamidbar, 30:3. Homath Anakh, Parashath Ma¿¿oth)
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Buying Potted Plants and Planting Trees During the Nine Days
During the nine days between Rosh ¡odesh Ab and the ninth of Ab (Tish'ah BeAb), we should not

plant or purchase trees or potted plants which are for decorative purposes. Obviously, if one already has
plants and trees they may be looked after appropriately.

Someone, such as a farmer, who who depends on fruit trees for his living and finds that the season for
planting the fruit trees falls during the nine days, is permitted to plant them then. This is because he is
planting them for his livelihood and not merely for decoration.

(See Hikhoth ¡aggim - ¡”R Mordekhai Eliyahu, 'a"h, ch. 25, Oth 31)
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Love and Caring Will Bring the Redemption
Each of the Jewish people is commanded to do Rama¥ (248) Mi£woth 'Aseh (positive

commandments). Of course, it is not possible for each individual to perform all 248, because not all apply to
each person.

The only way, therefore, for it to be possible, is through the love that exists between one another. In this
way, each person completes his Rama¥ (248) positive commandments through the actions of his fellow Jew.
That is why Rama¥ is made up of the same Hebrew letters as Ra¥em which is one of the interpretations of the
word love.

This hints to us that the 248 commandments will be considered performed by every single individual
through the love between one another. And the performance of all 248 positive commandments helps to bring
the Geullah (final redemption). From this we see how important love and caring are among the Jewish people.

(Ben Ish ¡ai, Yr 1, Parashath Wa-era, introduction)

      Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h

Each of Us Is Unique and Important, Despite Our Failings
(Continued from the previous week)

Despite the words of rebuke and mention of their shortcomings, the portion of the section of the benedictions
that Ya’aqob Abinu. ’a”h, blessed his children with, concludes with the following phrase: "All these are the tribes of
Israel, twelve..." (Bereshith 49,28). According to the Alshikh Haqqadosh, Ya'aqob Abinu was particular to make
known that every single one of his children was an integral part of the twelve tribes of Israel.

None of them was excluded. Each one was righteous in his own right, and fit to be counted amongst the
tribes of Israel.

My dear friends, our father Ya'aqob Abinu 'a"h transmitted to us an important value. When we see in
people around us – particularly those who are close to us (our children, our spouse, etc.) – a characteristic which
requires improvement, or a trait which is imperfect, we must remember that we are all descendants of our
forefathers.

We are all part of the tribes of Israel. Different as we are, we are all unique and must be equally included, just
like Ya'aqob Abinu blessed each one of his children with his special customized benediction and included them all
equally in the twelve tribes of Israel!
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